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Christine has run her property rental business in Melbourne for the last seven years.

The purpose of this interview was to determine the current state of this market in Melbourne
with reference to the type of people seeking such accommodation and also the range of
properties that are available to rent. This background information will be of use when
formulating the housing policies for the Melbourne NDP.

Properties

Melbourne Lets deals with many types of property: bedsits, one bedroom flats, one and two
bedroom terraced houses, three bedroom semi-detached houses, some period properties and
barn conversions. It is unusual for clients to request four bedroom properties.

In Melbourne the most sought after properties in the rental market are three bedroom houses
with off road parking or garaging,

The  most common type of property to be rented is the  two bedroom terraced house.

Some of the "over 55yrs" accommodation at Castle Mills is rented to tenants who are over
55yrs. The owners can then use the rent to part fund residential care.

People

Approximately fifty per cent (50%)of rentals are requested by a single adult with one or two
children who either live with that parent permanently or for part of the week. Commonly
these clients are affected by marital breakdown. They request two bedroom accommodation.

Approximately 20% of clients are young adults , often couples, planning to live together for
the first time but who are unable to provide the deposit necessary to secure a mortgage on a
home of their own. Two bedroom accommodation is what this group request.

Approximately 30% of clients are families seeking three bedroom accommodation. Often

these are not traditional families and both adults may have separate sets of children. This

group tend to be better off financially.

Most clients are Melbourne people. A proportion are Rolls Royce employees relocating in

this area temporarily. A small number are strangers to Melbourne.

A very small number are older people who have sold their home to realise some capital and

are happy to try the rental sector. Again they seek smaller properties.



Changes in the rental business over the last seven years.

This business has grown from an original base of just one property to involve the

management of over 50 rental properties currently.

Melbourne Lets always has a waiting list for properties but numbers on the list tend not to

fluctuate greatly. Currently less than10 customers await a suitable property.

Christine is of the opinion that the rental market is growing, but that the new housing

developments in Melbourne have had no influence on her business. She also made the

observation that in her opinion young people of  Melbourne who leave the village for Higher

Education and an employment  market elsewhere, seem to want to come back to the village to

settle down.



Rents ( Unfurnished properties)

Average cost per month

One bedroom £450

Bedsit £400

Two bed terrace £575

Three bed £650 -800


